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A man was traveling in a foreign country several years ago, enjoying the 
local cuisine, when he bit down on something so hard he broke a tooth. This 
caused the man considerable pain, discomfort, and distraction as he kept running 
his tongue over the jagged remains of his tooth.  Being a stranger in a strange 
land, he asked around for a local dentist who could help him. Once in the dentist’s 
chair, mouth wide open for inspection, the dentist looked over many teeth that 
had obviously been worked on before, and he asked the man to tell him about 
every tooth, every filling, every cap and every crown. The man, who had had lots 
of previous problems with his teeth told each tooth’s history, which felt more like 
individual horror stories to the man because he suffered from problem teeth. 

 The dentist was fascinated with each history, especially the one tooth 
emergency that had been fixed in the middle of the night by an army sergeant on 
a military base who practiced dentistry as a hobby in his home after hours.  After 
hearing the history of this man’s mouth, the dentist put down his tools, looked 
the man in the eye and said, “So, what do you want me to do for you?” 

 The man was stunned and responded, “Did you see the tooth I broke 
yesterday?” “Yes,” the dentist replied, “Is that what you want me to fix?” 

 While that might sound comical at first, the man realized that he was not 
the best at getting regular dental care, and the dentist might have seen more 
problems in his mouth than just the broken tooth.  By asking the man what he 
thought was the greatest need at the time, the dentist was actually being 
responsible, and the man realized he was in good hands. The dentist didn’t 
assume anything, he let the man with the problem name what he felt needed to 
be addressed first. That was the best place to start.  

 The dentist asking the man with a broken tooth a seemingly obvious 
question reminds me of the question Jesus asked of the blind beggar named 
Bartimaeus from today’s Gospel. At first glance, Jesus’ question might seem as 
redundant as the dentist’s.  But I believe we need to pay attention whenever 
Jesus asks questions, in part because Jesus seems to ask really good questions. 
Questions that often point back to the one doing the asking and usually leads to 
honest responses. 



 Last Sunday, if you remember, Jesus asked the same question of James and 
John: What do you want me to do for you? 

 James and John responded that they wanted to be given positions of honor.  
Jesus did not give them what they asked for, but their answer did reveal a lot 
about them. It showed us what they were thinking about, worried about, maybe 
even wondering how following Jesus might benefit them. It certainly got the other 
disciples upset. 

 Today Jesus asked the same question of someone very different from 
James and John.   Bartimeaus is a beggar, someone who is poor and has no way to 
earn a living and no family who will care for him. We also heard he is blind, 
meaning he was unable or unwelcome to participate in the life of his community 
and religious community. That might explain why he was on the side of the road. 
He did not belong anywhere. 

 Yet he certainly appears to be someone who is down but not out. He has 
not given up; when he heard Jesus was near he shouted. He shouted for Jesus 
even when he was told not to. This certainly got Jesus’ attention, much like the 
unusual dental work in the man’s mouth got the dentist’s attention. Then, Jesus, 
who always seemed to stop for those courageous enough to call to him, or 
approach him, called Bartimaeus out. We heard that the blind beggar dramatically 
threw off his cloak in his joy to be singled out by Jesus. Then, after there was no 
longer a crowd between the two of them, Jesus did not dismiss Bartimaeus by 
arrogantly deciding he knew what Bartimaeus needed, he didn’t attempt to read 
between the lines of all the drama of the shouting, throwing off of cloaks, or the 
crowd attempting to hush him up and figure the situation out. Instead he 
stopped, and asked the simple question: 

 What do you want me to do for you? 

 While the answer might seem obvious to us, there may have been a lot of 
ways Bartimaeus could have answered that question; after all a poor man, an 
outcast, perhaps someone alone in the world, who cannot see must have had 
many needs.  Any need met would bring about a change, a change Bartimaeus 
himself would have to live into.  That is why it makes sense to me that Jesus asked 
Bartimaeus what he wanted Jesus to do. It meant Jesus respected Bartimaeus for 
who he was, where he was, what he felt his greatest need at that time was, and 
what change he wanted to live into. It also allowed Jesus the opportunity to 
decide if the request was something he’d be able to help with or not. 



 By asking Bartimaeus the question of what he could do for him, and 
allowing him to answer honestly, it seems to me that Jesus also established a 
foundation for more than just a passing miracle. Jesus was setting up the 
opportunity for a relationship between the two of them. Bartimaeus was more to 
Jesus than a chance to help someone in need, he was more than another way to 
show the world who Jesus really is. In other words, Jesus seems to be seeing and 
respecting Bartimaeus as a person, someone who is more than a pawn to be used 
for his purposes. That is what makes Jesus so radical; he not only notices the ones 
everyone else tries to keep quiet, Jesus respects them as equal in God’s sight.  

 Sight is what Bartimaeus asked for. Some say he already had sight, or at 
least the kind of sight attributed to faith that helped him boldly shout to Jesus, or 
faith to ask for physical sight. And of course we heard Jesus did give Bartimeaus 
sight, immediately, with his famous words about faith making him well. 

 Those words of Jesus often get him in trouble, especially when someone 
prays to be healed of a disease or physical ailment and it doesn’t happen, at least 
not the way the person asked for. But I am not sure Jesus is saying healing comes 
only from having enough faith or great faith. I wonder instead if Jesus was merely 
pointing out the connection between faith and wellness. The word translated as 
well can mean saved too. In the sense that a person is saved by God, its meaning 
is more about whole person wellness, not just physical healing. Wellness that 
comes not from a person’s physical appearance or condition, but instead wellness 
that is a way of being that comes from being in relationship with God as God’s 
beloved.  

 That understanding of wellness is how well people persevere through 
difficulties and tragedies of life such as disease, loss, or rejection by remembering 
they are connected to God. Today’s Gospel shows us wellness can be found in 
relationship with Christ. For Bartimaeus it started with a question, and ended with 
him following Jesus.  

 The amazing story of Bartimaeus might challenge us to consider the 
questions we ask and the answers we give and consider how our questions and 
answers might lead to a deeper life in Christ. Do we have the courage to ask for 
what we want?  Knowing what we want might mean doing some soul-searching, 
and being honest with ourselves, which can also take courage. Are we willing to 
give honest answers to the questions we are asked? Honest doesn’t have to be 
harsh or cruel answers, we can say what we mean without being mean.  



 Such questions and answers require vulnerability. They don’t give a lot of 
opportunity for things like sarcasm, innuendo, double entendre, charm, 
assumption or other veils that can make it challenging to get a need clearly stated 
or known; yet can be convenient ways of communication that provide safe 
distance. Instead the vulnerable questions and answers we saw in the Gospel can 
lead to something better than being on the side of the road: connection and 
community, including connection to God through Jesus.  

 Even so, it can be intimidating or frightening for some to ask vulnerable 
questions or give vulnerable answers. I have heard it said that some people will 
not ask for pastoral care because they don’t want to bother anyone. Just as I have 
heard some shy away from having an honest conversation with someone because 
they are afraid of making that person angry. Perhaps such fears are really just the 
voices of crowds keeping us away from the honest love of God in Christ. Maybe 
one message from our Gospel today is that God yearns for us to be in the type of 
relationship with God and with each other that comes from being vulnerable and 
honest. Owning our needs or asking what we can do is one way to start a deeper, 
more meaningful relationship. It might not mean getting what we want, like 
James and John found last week. That is okay; because it could mean, as we see in 
Bartimaeus the start of living the kind of faith and wellness that comes from 
following Christ. 


